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ABSTRACT

The current Earth’s energy imbalance (EEI) can best be estimated from changes in ocean heat content

(OHC), complemented by top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiationmeasurements and an assessment of the small

non-ocean components. Sustained observations from the Argo array of autonomous profiling floats enable

near-global estimates of OHC since 2005, which reveal considerable cancellation of variations in the upper

300m. An analysis of the monthly contributions to EEI from non-ocean components (land and ice) using the

Community Earth System Model (CESM) Large Ensemble reveals standard deviations of 0.3–0.4Wm22

(global); largest values occur inAugust, but values are below 0.75Wm22 greater than 95%of the time.Global

standard deviations of EEI of 0.64Wm22 based on top-of-atmosphere observations therefore substantially

constrain ocean contributions, given by the tendencies of OHC. Instead,monthly standard deviations of many

Argo-based OHC tendencies are 6–13Wm22, and nonphysical fluctuations are clearly evident. It is shown

that an ocean reanalysis with multivariate dynamical data assimilation features much better agreement with

TOA radiation, and 44% of the vertically integrated short-term OHC trend for 2005–14 of 0.8 6 0.2Wm22

(globally) occurs below 700-m depth. Largest warming occurs from 208 to 508S, especially over the southern

oceans, and near 408N in all ocean analyses. The EEI is estimated to be 0.9 6 0.3Wm22 for 2005–14.

1. Introduction

Continually tracking Earth’s energy imbalance (EEI)

is a key to understanding climate variability and change

and the immediate prospects for the future climate

(Trenberth 2009; Trenberth et al. 2014; Hansen et al.

2011; von Schuckmann et al. 2016). Earth is warming

mainly because of increases in carbon dioxide and other

heat-trapping greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, and

the disposition of that energy geographically and in

depth in the ocean has substantial implications for un-

derstanding the climate system response. A first step to

making good predictions is fully understanding where

the excess heat is going in the Earth system, as this de-

termines what its consequences are for the future cli-

mate and the oceans.

Recent estimates (e.g., IPCC 2013; Roemmich et al.

2015; Riser et al. 2016) suggest that some 93% of the

EEI is going into the ocean, where it is manifested as

changes in ocean heat content (OHC). The rest acts to

melt Arctic sea ice and land ice, and warm the land and

the atmosphere, and in the process alters the hydrolog-

ical cycle and clouds, thereby providing feedback in

various ways on the climate system (e.g., Trenberth et al.

2014, 2015a,b). However, attempts to track the flow of
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energy through the climate system and close Earth’s

energy budget have run into discrepancies, especially for

changes from year to year and over a decade (Trenberth

2009; Trenberth and Fasullo 2010; Trenberth et al.

2014); and substantial differences exist among estimates

of the energy flows (Hansen et al. 2011; Church et al.

2011; Riser et al. 2016; von Schuckmann et al. 2016).

These differences ought to be greatly reduced dur-

ing the Argo era (Roemmich et al. 2009), which is the

period after about 2005 when the global ocean has

been adequately populated with over 3000 autono-

mous Argo floats to provide continuous coverage in

most areas. The exceptions are marginal seas and

coastal regions, and areas at high latitudes where

seasonal sea ice plays a major role (von Schuckmann

et al. 2016). Instrumented sea mammals also comple-

ment the Argo observations there (Roquet et al.

2013). Yet it is also readily evident from the products

from several groups who have analyzed the available

data into near-global gridded products that large dif-

ferences remain on a monthly time scale, as we show

here. Part of this continued discrepancy results from

inherent high spatial structure associated with eddies

in the ocean, which always leaves some doubt about

the representative scales of any observation. But a

major part relates to the mapping techniques used to

infill gaps in space and time (Abraham et al. 2013;

Boyer et al. 2016) and whether or not physical con-

straints are included.

Assimilating available data into a global ocean

model using four-dimensional data assimilation most

readily incorporates the latter. Not only does this

utilize past observations by carrying the information

forward in time in the model framework; it also

allows all kinds of multivariate observations to be

included, such as sea surface temperatures (space-

based and in situ observations) and sea surface

height (from altimetry) (e.g., Zuo et al. 2016). Some

oceanographers have avoided this approach for fear

of contamination of the resulting products by model

biases, and indeed this concern is well justified, given

the large model errors in simulations (e.g., Xue et al.

2012; Balmaseda et al. 2015; Palmer et al. 2016).

Nevertheless, as shown here, the objective statistical

analyses of available observations contain spurious

variability.

In this paper, we explore the prospects for improving

different OHC estimates by trying to achieve closure

of the energy budget over time. Here we use top-of-

atmosphere (TOA) radiation observations from

Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System

(CERES) (Loeb et al. 2009) to constrain the EEI

changes and thus the changes in OHC. The data and

methods are given in section 2. Section 3 addresses how

large the non-ocean component is. We use seven recent

near-global (608S–608N) or global analyses of ocean heat

content by different groups to present new results

(section 4) on how the ocean is changing with depth and

as a whole for the Argo era, post 2004.While the ocean is

warming in all cases, the monthly variations are often

quite different, and the rates of change of OHC imply

changes that are unphysical. The new Ocean Reanalysis

Pilot v5 (ORAP5) from the European Centre for

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Zuo

et al. 2016) has a very different character that is more in

step with the implied changes from CERES.

2. Data and methods

The various approaches to establishing the EEI are

discussed in Trenberth (2009) and von Schuckmann et al.

(2016). We use monthly TOA CERES Energy Balanced

and Filled (EBAF) edition 2.8 radiation on 18 3 18 grids
(Loeb et al. 2009, 2012); see acknowledgments for data

access. These, or an earlier generation, have been ana-

lyzed in many studies. Observations from CERES begin

inMarch 2000, constituting a 15-yr-plus record.However,

while the EEI at TOA net radiation RT is too small to

measure directly from satellite, instruments are far more

stable than they are absolutely accurate, with calibration

stability less than 0.3Wm22decade21 (95% confidence)

(Loeb et al. 2009), and hence there is considerable confi-

dence in the changes from year to year. Therefore, the ab-

solute value ofRThas to be established froman inventory of

the energy and, in particular, estimates of mean ocean heat

uptake (Trenberth 2009; Loeb et al. 2012).

A compilation of annual values of OHC for the top

700m of the ocean from several sources was given by

Balmaseda et al. (2013b) and updated in Trenberth et al.

(2014). Xue et al. (2012) and Palmer et al. (2016) have

examined results from dynamical models. The basic

compilation of data comes from the World Ocean Da-

tabase (Boyer et al. 2009), but different groups apply

differing bias adjustments [such as to expendable bathy-

thermograph (XBT) profiles] before the Argo period

(Cheng et al. 2016). Quite different assumptions are also

used on how to infill missing data (Abraham et al. 2013;

Boyer et al. 2016), but it is less an issue after 2005.

The dataset availability is described in the acknowl-

edgments. We use data from the surface to 2000-m

depth updated from von Schuckmann and Le Traon

(2011) (called KvS here). This approach is quite basic

and simply averages all Argo data in boxes in order to

detect large signals and potential data biases. Other

Argo-based analyses are freely available gridded fields

from the International Pacific Research Center (IPRC)
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(http://apdrc.soest.hawaii.edu/projects/argo/); Scripps

Institution of Oceanography (Roemmich and Gilson

2009); the Met Office EN4.1 (Good et al. 2013); and

JAMSTEC77 (Hosoda et al. 2010), most of which are

essentially from 608N to 608S, owing to data availabil-

ity. EN4.1 is closer to global and includes a varying

range of observations, since it dates back to 1900, al-

though questions remain about quality south of 608S.
OHC from Cheng and Zhu (2016) for the upper 2000m

are also included, denoted as the Institute of Atmo-

spheric Physics (IAP) data [see also Cheng et al.

(2015)]. That work focused on the post-1940 period and

applied new updated corrections for XBT profiles. It

used an objective analysis method of ensemble opti-

mum interpolation, but with phase 5 of the Coupled

Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) model sim-

ulations providing error covariance and first guess;

hence, that methodology lies between the simple ob-

jective analyses (i.e., EN4.1, IPRC, JAMSTEC77, and

Scripps) and the data assimilation (i.e., ORA) methods.

Argo data have been analyzed by Roemmich and

Gilson (2009, 2011), Willis et al. (2008, 2009), Roemmich

et al. (2015), Riser et al. (2016), and Wijffels et al. (2016)

and consist of global quality-controlled ocean tempera-

ture and salinity profiles and monthly objective analyses

without the use of a dynamic model. Von Schuckmann

et al. (2014) show how the omission of the Indonesian

region in Argo analyses can miss as much as a 20% in-

crease in global sea level. In contrast, Balmaseda et al.

(2013a,b) use four-dimensional data assimilation of

multivariate fields, including sea surface height from al-

timetry, with a full global ocean circulationmodel used to

carry information frompast observations forward in time.

ORAP5 is a new prototype for an eddy-permitting ocean

reanalysis (Zuo et al. 2016; Tietsche et al. 2016) following

on from ORAS4, but with higher horizontal and vertical

resolution and with an active sea ice model and sea ice

assimilation. It has been run in reanalysis mode through

2013, with consistent data streams, quality control, and

forcing fluxes. Therefore, it is mostly not affected by the

discontinuities associated with operational running (as

was the case of ORAS4 after 2010).

For ORAP5 we were provided with only the 0–

700-m and 0–bottomOHC. Therefore, ORAP5 includes a

contribution from 2000m to the bottom, but in the

absence of observations, the ocean there is heavily

constrained, perhaps partly by the bias correction

applied. The effect has been quantified (courtesy of

M. Balmaseda), as discussed later in section 4, and it is

indeed tiny.

In this paper we use analyses from 2005 through 2014,

but the common period to all datasets is 2006–13, and the

monthly means for this period are used to remove the

annual cycle and generate anomalies. The focus of this

paper is on monthly data, but we also use a ‘‘12-month

running mean,’’ which actually averages over 13 terms

with the first and last weighted at 0.5 in order to preserve a

centered result, to reduce the noise.

3. Constraining OHC: The non-ocean component

There is considerable month-to-month variability

in the net radiation RT at TOA associated with

weather fluctuations (Trenberth et al. 2015a,b) so

that the observed monthly anomaly standard de-

viation is 0.64Wm22 for global means. For 2000–14,

the global mean observed time series of RT show no

significant trend.

The CERES values depict the total EEI changes

over time and therefore also include contributions

from melting of Arctic sea ice and land ice, as well as

small contributions from land and atmosphere. On

average, those extras have been estimated to amount

to about 0.07Wm22 (Trenberth 2009; Hansen et al.

2011), but presumably they can be larger on monthly

time scales (cf. Trenberth et al. 2015a). As estimated

from observations in Trenberth and Fasullo (2013),

the monthly standard deviation of continental mean

net surface flux of energy is 2–3Wm22, and, pre-

suming these are random from one continent to the

next, it suggests an approximate monthly global

anomaly of up to 0.3Wm22 for land and ice compo-

nents (allowing for land vs global area). The biggest

component is likely to be anomalies of precipitation P

and evapotranspiration E on land, and the P 2 E

component is estimated to be on the order of

0.05mmday21 over land or globally 0.4Wm22 [based

on the analyses of Trenberth and Fasullo (2013)].

These values should be interpreted as standard de-

viations and do not include seasonal variations, but

they do allow for the area of land. However, the ob-

servational and reanalysis-based quantities contain

errors, and the above are ballpark estimates only.

To quantify the magnitudes of the non-ocean com-

ponent to RT, we have used the NCAR Community

Earth System Model (CESM1). The Community Earth

SystemModel Large Ensemble (CESM-LE) (Kay et al.

2015) consists of a 30-member set of runs using coupled

atmosphere, ocean, land, and sea ice model compo-

nents. The simulations span from 1920 through 2100

using estimated observed historical (through 2005) and

RCP8.5 projected external forcings from CMIP5. A

detailed analysis of runs from 2000–14 is given in

Trenberth et al. (2015b).

Here we have examined the global mean RT as well

as the global mean net surface energy fluxes Fs over the
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global oceans Fo
s and global land Fl

s, which sum to give

RT (Fig. 1). The atmospheric storage change term is in

the noise level. Because there are 30 ensemble mem-

bers, we can compute the mean fluxes in and out of land

and ocean for any month along with a standard error,

and we can also track this over time. As expected, there

is a distinct annual cycle to Fl
s because most land is in

the Northern Hemisphere.

Themean flux into the surface, areaweighted to give the

global contribution (i.e., the per squaremeters is global), in

the model for this period is 0.1Wm22 for land and

0.8Wm22 into the ocean, with a global mean of 0.9Wm22.

Themodel ‘‘land’’ includes inland seas and lakes. Themain

caveat to energy conservation over land (D. Lawrence

2016, personal communication) arises from water that

enters the land from rain, which can be heated or cooled in

the soil as the water flows through the soil column. At

some point, that watermay leave the column as subsurface

runoff at a different temperature than it came in at, and the

energy in rivers is not tracked. However, at the global

scales, this imbalance is very small.

Results show that for 1990–2010 the average global

land monthly standard deviation of Fl
s ranges from

1.01Wm22 in December to a maximum in northern

summer in August of 1.40Wm22 (Fig. 1). Note that, for

the global mean and the ocean, there are noticeable

perturbations associated with the eruption of Mount Pi-

natubo in 1991. To allow for the area of land, the global

contributions are 28% of the Fl
s or 72% of Fo

s . Hence, for

Fl
s the global standard deviation contributions to RT av-

erage 0.3 to a maximum of 0.4Wm22 in August. How-

ever, Fl
s and F

o
s are negatively correlated20.09 inAugust

(smaller in magnitude in other months) so that about 6%

of the variance of Fl
s does not get reflected in RT. Based

on the model results, then, the non-ocean components

can account for up to 0.76Wm22 (95%of the time) ofRT.

The net surface flux on land includes contributions

from latent (precipitation, evapotranspiration) and

sensible heat and radiation. The largest contributor is

precipitation, and hence we have also computed the

standard deviation of precipitationP on land in the same

model runs (Fig. 2); and the overall standard deviation is

FIG. 1. From the CESM, based on 30 ensemble members, for each month the mean and

ensemble standard deviation of the net surface flux of energy (Wm22) for the (top) land,

(middle) ocean, and (bottom) globewith the long-termmean removed. The gray shading shows

plus and minus one standard deviation, and the mean annual cycle of the standard deviation is

given in the lower inset for each of the 12months. For thismodel and land–oceanmask, the land

is 28% and the ocean 72% of the total, and these factors apply to the top two panels.
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0.0835mmday21, equivalent to 0.68Wm22 global con-

tribution. It varies from a maximum in August of

0.115mmday21 to a low in May of 0.066mmday21

(Fig. 2). The highest values occur in August and Sep-

tember, as for Fl
s, and amount to 0.9Wm22. Because

these are roughly double the global Fl
s net surface flux,

they highlight that the evapotranspiration E is correlated

withP, and theP2E variance ismuch less than that forP

alone, but also that these variations are likely the domi-

nant contribution to the net surface flux anomalies.

In practice, these non-ocean components should be

estimated on a monthly basis; but, for the current pur-

pose, the values are small enough to constrain the OHC

component, given the TOA flux.

4. OHC analyses

The OHC monthly variations and trends for 0–700m

and 0–2000m after 2005 (Fig. 3) show a substantial up-

ward trend but also reveal considerable fluctuations and

discrepancies among the analyses frommonth to month,

and with the Scripps data featuring a somewhat lower

trend (Table 1). There is a marked contrast between the

statistical time series and those from ORAP5. We have

also included a time series of the integrated values of net

radiation from CERES, where the base value for the

mean was set at 0.8Wm22.

For ORAP5, the time series in Fig. 3 is 0–bottom, but

the effect of the 2000m to bottom layer is to increase the

OHCat the endof 2013 relative to 2005by 0.063 108Jm22,

or, equivalently, the rate of warming for 2005–13 is

greater by 0.015Wm22 (global). For ORAP5, 56% of

the linear trend in OHC occurs above 700m and 44%

below 700m for 2005–13.

The CERES values are separately reproduced in the

lowest panel (Fig. 3) along with 12-month running means

of the ocean analyses and the unsmoothed ORAP5 se-

ries. This highlights the considerably different character

of the monthly Argo time series and suggests that the

subannual variations may be largely spurious. Here we

also see a small jump in ORAP5 during 2008, which is

spurious and arose from a change in the assimilated SST

analysis (from a research to an operational product)

(M. Balmaseda 2016, personal communication). The

OHC 12-month running means have standard deviations

reduced by about a factor of 5 (Table 1) and exhibit a

character more similar to those of monthly CERES and

ORAP5 time series. The lower panel of Fig. 3 also allows

the low-frequency trends to be better compared, sum-

marized in Table 1 as linear trends.

Breaking down the results by layer (Fig. 4) shows

considerably better reproducibility from 0–100- and

100–300-m-depth layers among the analyses, with a

large ENSO signal that strongly cancels between these

two layers (Roemmich and Gilson 2011). The ragged-

ness among the analyses increases with depth, and the

trend stands out most strongly for the 700–2000-m layer.

That layer is also where early values from Scripps differ

substantially from the others, and hence their unduly

low overall trend. Some features at depth, like the larger

values toward the end of 2012 into 2013 have consider-

able reproducibility, which seems to improve after about

2008 as numbers of Argo observations increased some-

what (Cabanes et al. 2013, their Fig. 3).

The values in Figs. 3 and 4 are in units of joules per

square meter, and the areas analyzed differ slightly but

mostly pertain to 608N–608S. ORAP5 and EN4.1 contain

global values, although there remains considerable un-

certainty in polar regions in the absence of Argo obser-

vations there. The polar region time series are not

regarded as definitive, as there is considerable sensitivity to

steric versus mass partitioning of OHC (Zuo et al. 2016)

that arises when altimetry data are assimilated without

adequate temperature observations. Nevertheless, there

appear to be increases of OHC in both Arctic and Sub-

antarctic regions, accompanying the loss of Arctic sea ice

(Tietsche et al. 2016) and relatively deep warm water un-

dermining ice shelves around Antarctica (Jacobs et al.

2011; Bintanja et al. 2013), which are a clear manifestation

of warming. For ORAP5, surface to bottom, the trend

from 2005 to 2013 is 0.80Wm22 globally versus

0.83Wm22 for 608N–608S. Accordingly, for the analyses

that have missing data, we have assumed that the missing

areas of the ocean are changing at the same rate as the rest,

and we infer the change in heat in the ocean by assuming

the area is 0.362 3 1015m2. Hence, a change of 21.6

to 11.6 3 108 Jm22 from the beginning of 2005 until the

end of 2014 (Fig. 3) is equivalent to 0.71Wm22 glob-

ally. For reference, 108 Jm22 is about 0.362 3 1023 J,

and 1022 J yr21 5 0.317 PW 5 0.622Wm22 globally.

These time series (Figs. 3, 4) suggest very different

continuity and persistence from month to month among

the products. This aspect can be examined from the rates

of change of OHC (Fig. 5), which can be directly

FIG. 2. Standard deviation as a function of time of year of global

land precipitation in the CESM LE (mmday21).
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compared with CERES values in watts per square meter

globally (Table 1). Here the rates of change of OHC

have been computed with a simple one-sided difference.

The CERES values depict the total EEI changes over

time and therefore include non-ocean contributions, but

these are mostly less than 0.75Wm22 (section 3). The

OHC variations are also missing contributions from

marginal seas and sea ice regions [assumed to change at

the same rate as elsewhere, which is likely an un-

derestimate (von Schuckmann et al. 2014)], as well as

below 2000-m depth, although some studies have made

adjustments for those (Roemmich et al. 2015).

The 0–2000-m OHC changes provide the most mean-

ingful comparison with CERES, but the contributions to

the total from each layer are also of interest. As noted

above, the standard deviation of CERES values is

0.64Wm22 (post 2005) (see Table 1). However, aside

from ORAP5, the OHC fluctuations (Fig. 5) vary over a

range of 635Wm22 and with a standard deviation of

about 10–13Wm22 for all Argo OHC datasets included

in Table 1, thereby dwarfing the CERES variations. This

suggests highly spurious and nonphysical OHC variations

from month to month that are too large by a factor of

about 15. This is true even for some features that are

reproduced, suggesting commonbiases in the observation

locations and their analysis.

Table 1 also shows the lag-1 month autocorrelation of

the OHC itself. While these are dominated by trends, the

Argo ocean analyses have values from 0.84 to 0.93, while

the ORAP5 and CERES equivalent are much higher

at .0.99. Computing tendencies is a form of high-pass

filter and removes the trend effects. However, because

FIG. 3. Monthly OHC anomaly analyses for 2005–14 (108 Jm22). Shown are IPRC,

JAMSTEC, Scripps, EN4.1, IAP, KvS, and ORAP5. (top) The 0–700-m depth. (middle) The

0–2000-m depth; also included is the integrated CERES product. (bottom) TheORAP5 0–bottom

time series and the CERES integral are reproduced to highlight the different character and are

compared with 12-month running means of the other OHC time series (dashed).
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differentiation amplifies high-frequency noise, we have

also computed the standard deviation of the OHC ten-

dencies after smoothing with a 0.25 (1–2–1) binomial

filter that knocks out 2-delta fluctuations entirely, but

the resulting tendencies are still up to 5–8Wm22. Taking

12-month running means further reduces the noise to a

more acceptable level, although still a factor of 4 too

large. ORAP5 monthly values are also somewhat too

large by a factor of 3 (Table 1), and some of this arises

from the small inhomogeneity noted earlier in 2008.

The fluctuations of OHC over time can be better seen by

taking zonal means over the oceans as a function of latitude

(Fig. 6). Many large-scale changes over time are re-

producible in all datasets, but the Argo analyses contain a

lot of noise, thought to originate mainly from mesoscale

eddies and details of the thermocline and its changes over

time. These plots (Fig. 6) are all relative to a baseline annual

mean for 2005, which was a relatively warm year for global

mean surface temperature. Accordingly, there are some

regions of cooling evident in the Northern Hemisphere

in all analyses, especially around 558N. The standout

warming has occurred from 208 to 508S and especially

after 2011 from 408 to 508S. There is also substantial

warming near 408N.

FIG. 4. Monthly OHC anomaly analyses for 2005–14 (108 Jm22) for different layers. Shown

are IPRC, JAMSTEC, Scripps, EN4.1, KvS, and IAP for (from top to bottom) 0–100, 100–300,

300–700, and 700–2000m.

TABLE 1. For each of the givenOHCnear-global products, included are the following: autocorrelation (AC) at lag-1 month of OHC (or

CERES equivalent); the monthly standard deviation (std dev) of the monthly rates of change of OHC (Wm22); the corresponding

standard deviation if smoothed with a 0.25 (1–2–1) smoother; standard deviation of the 12-month running mean; and the linear trend with

95% confidence limits (Wm22) (global). All values are for 2005–14 and 0–2000-m depth, except ORAP5, which is through 2013 and

0–bottom (2% occurs below 2000m).

Source Lag-1 AC Std dev Std dev (1–2–1) Std dev (12 month) Trend

IPRC 0.89 11.8 6.0 1.31 0.56 6 0.08

JAMSTEC 0.93 10.1 4.8 1.25 0.66 6 0.07

Scripps 0.84 13.3 6.4 1.62 0.45 6 0.10

EN4.1.1 0.88 8.9 4.7 1.11 0.53 6 0.07

KvS 0.91 8.3 4.3 0.96 0.64 6 0.06

IAP 0.93 6.4 3.6 0.91 0.56 6 0.05

ORAP5 0.992 2.4 1.4 0.50 0.80 6 0.04

CERES 0.999 0.64 0.44 0.28
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The warming can also be seen from linear trends be-

tween 2005 and either 2013 or 2014 (Fig. 7). Globally the

linear trend ofOHCwarming ranges from 0.45 (Scripps)

to 0.56 (IPRC), 0.66 (JAMSTEC), 0.53 (EN4.1),

0.56 (IAP), 0.64 (KvS), and 0.80 (ORAP5)Wm22. The

sampling fit of a linear trend has 95% confidence limits

(Table 1) of close to 0.1Wm22, but there are also un-

certainties related to the less than global sampling that

improved after 2008, but with polar regions and mar-

ginal seas missing, leading us to assign an error bar for

this period of 0.2Wm22.

5. Conclusions

For the period after 2005 whenArgo floats populate the

global ocean, there remain remarkably large differences

between various ocean analyses for month-to-month var-

iations. Here we examined six objectively analyzed ocean

state products from 2005 to 2014 as well as one ocean

reanalysis that has a dynamical model and data assimila-

tion at its core. The focus is onOHC in the upper 2000mof

the ocean, which is presumed to encompass most of the

variability and trends over time and therefore can be

compared with an entirely different product of the energy

imbalance at TOA. It should be possible to estimate the

non-ocean component of the EEI to some level, and

analysis of the CESM model results indicates that the

magnitude of the fluctuations is less than 0.75Wm22 95%

of the time for monthly values, with a maximum in

northern summer that appears to be mostly associated

with anomalies in E 2 P (e.g., drought).

For this period, the energy imbalance is estimated to be

0.9 6 0.3Wm22. This includes small contributions from

the non-ocean climate system components [0.04Wm22

for 2004–08 by Trenberth (2009), 0.07Wm22 in the 2000s

increasing from about 0.03Wm22 in the 1990s byHansen

et al. (2011), and 0.03Wm22 from 1993 to 2008 by

Church et al. (2011)] and from the deep ocean [0.07Wm22

FIG. 5. Monthly rates of change of OHC for various layers (Wm22) (global area): (top three

panels) 0–2000m, with CERES also included, 0–700m, and 700–2000m. (bottom) The CERES

time series with an amplified vertical scale.
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(Purkey and Johnson 2010)] (althoughORAP5 included a

0.015Wm22 contribution from below 2000m). The global

OHC component 0–2000m is assessed to be 0.8 6
0.2Wm22.

The total warming is substantially greater than the

0.4–0.6Wm22 obtained byRoemmich et al. (2015) (here the

Scripps dataset), owing to issues that are mainly apparent

prior to 2008 between 700- and 2000-m depth. The largest

warming has occurred over 208–508S, and especially over the
southern oceans (Roemmich et al. 2015), which is

reproducible among the various products, although with

small-scale details varying considerably.

The focus here has been on examining monthly

anomalies of the fields. Other studies introduced here

focused on annual values where the results are more

reasonable, but where the 12-month running means also

have considerable discrepancies. Large variability is

readily evident in OHC in all analyses that did not

involve a dynamical model, and when the monthly ten-

dency in OHC is computed and compared with CERES

TOA measurements, the OHC month-to-month vari-

ability is shown to be spurious and nonphysical. Stan-

dard deviations of global monthly changes in OHC are

about 12Wm22 versus 0.64Wm22 observed from

CERES. In contrast, however, the OHC in an ocean re-

analysis (as shown here forORAP5) and its changes from

month to month are much more realistic, suggesting ei-

ther that there are shortcomings in the statistical pro-

cedures used to infill gaps in space and time in many of

the ocean analyses or that the addition of sea surface

FIG. 6. Zonal mean OHC (108 Jm22) over the oceans as a function of latitude and time for (left) JAMSTEC, Scripps, and EN4.1.1, and

(right) IPRC, IAP, and ORAP5.
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height and SSTs makes a substantive difference. The

ocean model in the reanalysis brings the information

from past observations forward in time.

This kind of noise likely has major adverse effects on at-

tempts to use themonthly analyses for predictive purposes or

other applications, such as model validation. The noise is

indicative of issues in infilling spatial and temporal gaps

(Boyer et al. 2016) and has clearly led to underestimates of

trends in OHC is some cases. For instance, in attempting to

close the sea level rise budget, Rietbroek et al. (2016) de-

termine that the steric rise in sea level since 2002 from re-

sidual computations is much greater than direct OHC

analyses had suggested, but more in tune with values sug-

gestedhere.As shownbyTrenberth (2009), 1mmyr21 of sea

level rise converts into a steric increase in global heat at a rate

of 0.31–0.47Wm22 above 700-m depth, or 0.68Wm22 if

all the warming is below 700-m depth, because of the

different state temperatures with depth. Given that

44% of the warming is below 700-m depth, it is esti-

mated that 1mmyr21 sea level rise is equivalent to

about 0.52Wm22 for the 2005–13 period. Hence, the

steric component of sea level rise of 1.38 6
0.16mmyr21 estimated by Rietbroek et al. (2016) is

0.726 0.09Wm22, consistent with the values estimated

here, but implying the need for revisions to the con-

clusions of Llovel et al. (2014).

We recommend that routine examination should be

made of the rates of change of OHC in all analyses, and

they should be constrained by TOAmeasurements of EEI

along with estimates of other non-ocean components.
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